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IS OTT THE FUTURE? AN INTERPRETATIVE ANALYSIS 
 

Khageswara Rao and Prof Bobby Vardhan 
Department of Journalism and Mass Communication  

Andhra University, Visakhapatnam  
 
Introduction 

As technology advances, so does entertainment. only the sky's the limit. Audience tastes are also changing rapidly. Today's 
concept is going to be obsolete next week. That’s why the audience is constantly searching for variety content. Movies and TV are 
becoming a boring subject for today's generation. This has become even more so with the rise of mobile usage. 
 
OTT effect 

OTT changed the face of entertainment. Not that there are huge expectations when watching Silent movies. Films were made 
by taking contemporary issues and weaving stories. The problems that most people face, and the solutions to them, were the object of 
the story. As technology increased, so did the generation of talkie movies, including songs, fights, and color. Subsequent TVs followed 
the same path. Gradually they stop touching on social issues and screen into stories of unimaginable events that a person is not allowed 
to do in his life. Comedy, horror and suspense genres are also featured in movies and TV shows. 
 

With the passing of generations, there have been major changes in the field of TV and cinema. This changed the face of the 
entire system of digital media in an evolving time. Digital mania is where the talent goes. Nobody is the boss here. No need to wait for 
opportunities. If you're good at content, you're a real hero here. Facebook and YouTube are dusted with different concepts wherever 
they are seen. 
 

OTT has created a stage for a group of talented people in the digital field. Over  the top .. sitting pretty high as usual now. 
People who once paid monthly subscriptions to watch TV channels are now paying OTT once a year. OTT brings serials, movies, 
comedy, sports, news, everything into the palm of your hand. It Became a Main Entertainment Zone in the 21st Century. 
 

OTT Became the most popular platform during Corona lockdown. Many OTT platforms such as Disney + Hot star, Netflix, 
Amazon Prime, Alt Balaji, G5, aha became more popular. Now it has become a cash bag in entertainment. Now this platform is 
challenging the dominance of TV and big screen. 
 

At the time of the Corona lockdown, all the people of the world were confined to their homes at once in a way never known 
before. The OTT platform, hitherto unknown to many, received a sudden boom. Crowds were thrilled to see the diverse content. Found 
it to be very different from the content that comes in regularly. So, the OTT, which had been so until then, revived at once. It has now 
become a competition for the mainstream media. 
 

The OTT effect is more on youth. 15–30-year-olds are mostly watching OTT content. In the case of women, 25–35-year-olds 
are the most sought after. According to the Bestway Digital Survey, the number of OTT users in India is expected to grow exponentially 
by 2023. Currently, it has 350 million customers, but the company expects it to reach 500 million customers. 
 

The survey found that the increase in smartphone purchases was due to OTT platforms in rural India. About 65% of those 
watching OTT content in India are from rural areas. So much traffic is coming in with only 40 percent internet connection. 
 

The expectations of the people on the OTT are also high. Now more and more people want reality content . That is why OTT 
owners are also trying to reach that level. Some movies are being shot separately for OTT and separately for theater audiences. Some 
scenes in the same story line are being shot for OTT audiences. The producers did not even hesitate to spend quotes on the popularity 
of the OTT audience. 
 

Most movie theaters opened after the Corona effect subsided. But the producers did not dare to release it in most theaters. OTTs 
are trusted to land safely. A similar controversy erupted last year over the Tuk jagadish film starring Nani. The producers have agreed 
to release the film on OTT. But the hero insisted that it would be better if it was released in theaters. A silent war ensued between the 
two. The film was finally released on the OTT platform. Jaibeem, starring Surya, was released directly on OTT and became extremely 
popular. The film eventually went on to win an Oscar nomination. 
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Producers who feared an OTT onslaught are being urged to release on OTT three months after its theatrical release. Web series 
to suit movies are also being built for OTT platforms on a huge budget. Encouraging new talent. Money Heist was a big hit on Netflix 
at the time. It was hard to tell the same story in a three-hour movie but it was beautiful and gripping. Taking it as a web series, the 
director put all his talent into it and turned it into a masterpiece. Now such big budget web series are coming to Telugu too. 
 

What’s even weirder is that even the big heroes tend to star in the OTT web series. This is really an example of the popularity 
of OTT. If a new web series is being released weekly in a familiar Telugu OTT like Aaha, how many teams must be working behind it. 
How much should be spent. Why do they spend so much effort and money when the audience does not want to be accepted? 
 

Not only movies and web series, but also many TV serials and reality shows have opted for the OTT route. Controversial reality 
show Bigg Boss has made its OTT debut. Gave 24 hours access to live footage. Another online platform talks in Bollywood that 
Bollywood actors Vicky Kaushal and Katrina Kaif have tried for wedding footage. Giving wedding photos and photos to magazines and 
TV channels is very common in Western countries. A streaming giant also wanted to create such a trend in India but why not make it a 
workout. 
 

According to a report by the Boston Consulting Group and the Confederation of Indian Industry, OTT platforms are trying to 
deliver what the customer wants. Most people are looking at the original content  and do not hesitate to spend anything for it. 
 

If you look at the report given by that company the actual content  is gaining prominence. This growth is 60-70 percent. Prior 
to Corona, only 500-600 hours of original content was played on Indian OTT platforms. In 2021 it will increase to 2,400-2,600 hours. 
 

According to a report by CII-BCG, investment in OTTs in India on original content has increased by 30-40 per cent per annum. 
Investments increased from $ 180-210 million in 2017 to $ 600-700 million in 2021. 
 

Although advertising video-on-demand (AVOD) - or content supported by advertising - has a large share of Indian OTT space, 
subscription video-on-demand (SVOD) has grown significantly over the years. 
 

SVOD users increased from 14 million in 2018 to 70-80 million in 2021. SVOD revenue increased from $ 100-200 million in 
2018 to $ 800 million to $ 1 billion in 2021. The report predicts that SVOD revenue will surpass AVOD in the coming years. 
 

CII-BCG reports that Netflix, Prime Video and Disney + are offering plans in India at 70-90 per cent lower than US prices. 
Netflix has recently slashed its Indian prices. Experts said the platform could see double-digit growth in subscribers due to the revised 
plans. 
 

There is no chance that these numbers will change very quickly as the content grows. Recently, Big Boss has also started in 
Telugu OTT. 24 hours of footage is shown to the audience. But people are not watching with much interest compared to the Big Boss 
coming on TV. Being new to it all weekend. It must be said that the Telugu OTT Big Boss did not go to the masses due to the lack of 
new concepts. Which means it's about to be the most delusional time of the year, as well. Although such things are popular for a few 
days, the audience does not like to watch them later. 
 


